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Abstract. Marine cold-air outbreaks are important parts of the high-latitude climate system and are charac-
terised by strong surface fluxes generated by the air–sea temperature gradient. These fluxes promote cloud for-
mation, which can be identified in satellite imagery by the distinct transformation of stratiform cloud “streets”
into a broken field of cumuliform clouds downwind of the outbreak. This evolution in cloud morphology changes
the radiative properties of the cloud and therefore is of importance to the surface energy budget. While the drivers
of stratocumulus-to-cumulus transitions, such as aerosols or the sea surface temperature gradient, have been ex-
tensively studied for subtropical clouds, the factors influencing transitions at higher latitudes are relatively poorly
understood. This work uses reanalysis data to create a set of composite trajectories of cold-air outbreaks moving
off the Arctic ice edge and co-locates these trajectories with satellite data to generate a unique view of liquid-
dominated cloud development within cold-air outbreaks.

The results of this analysis show that clouds embedded in cold-air outbreaks have distinctive properties relative
to clouds following other trajectories in the region. The initial strength of the outbreak shows a lasting effect on
cloud properties, with differences between clouds in strong and weak events visible over 30 h after the air has
left the ice edge. However, while the strength (measured by the magnitude of the marine cold-air outbreak
index) of the outbreak affects the magnitude of cloud properties, it does not affect the timing of the transition
to cumuliform clouds or the top-of-atmosphere albedo. In contrast, the initial aerosol conditions do not strongly
affect the magnitude of the cloud properties but are correlated to cloud break-up, leading to an enhanced cooling
effect in clouds moving through high-aerosol conditions due to delayed break-up. Both the aerosol environment
and the strength and frequency of marine cold-air outbreaks are expected to change in the future Arctic, and these
results provide insight into how these changes will affect the radiative properties of the clouds. These results also
highlight the need for information about present-day aerosol sources at the ice edge to correctly model cloud
development.

1 Introduction

Marine boundary layer clouds play a critical role in the global
climate system (Klein and Hartmann, 1993). The albedo
contrast with the underlying ocean surface means clouds
strongly modulate the surface energy balance through their
short-wave cooling effect. However, due to difficulties in pa-
rameterising microphysical processes which govern cloud ra-

diative properties, clouds contribute the most significant un-
certainty to climate forcing (Boucher et al., 2013). Arctic
clouds pose a particular problem, as obtaining in situ or satel-
lite data of their properties is challenging (e.g. Khanal and
Wang, 2018). However, these clouds are central to the Arc-
tic energy budget (Shupe and Intrieri, 2004), and changes in
their properties may play a role in enhancing or abating Arc-
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tic amplification (Schmale et al., 2021). Marine Arctic clouds
also affect sea ice extent; for example, a decrease in cloud re-
flectivity in the summer leads to more short-wave radiation
absorbed by the ocean surface, which is linked to a lower sea
ice extent the following autumn (Choi et al., 2014).

One important type of boundary layer cloud is that em-
bedded in marine cold-air outbreaks (MCAOs), formed due
to polar or cold continental air moving over a relatively
warm ocean surface. The vertical temperature gradient gen-
erates intense turbulent heat and moisture surface fluxes, pro-
moting cloud formation (Brümmer, 1996; Fletcher et al.,
2016a; Papritz and Spengler, 2017). Outbreak events can last
several days and reach scales of up to 1000 km (Fletcher
et al., 2016a; Kolstad, 2017). MCAO clouds can be charac-
terised in satellite imagery as cloud “streets” (stratocumulus
decks) moving to a broken, cumuliform cloud field down-
wind (Brümmer, 1999; Pithan et al., 2018), as seen in Fig. 1.
This evolution in cloud morphology results in a change in
cloud radiative properties; McCoy et al. (2017) found that the
pre-transition stratiform clouds have a higher cloud albedo
than the open-cell clouds formed in the MCAO.

Stratocumulus-to-cumulus transitions have been exten-
sively studied for subtropical clouds using model simulation
(e.g. Sandu and Stevens, 2011), satellite studies (e.g. Chris-
tensen et al., 2020) and in situ measurements (e.g. Sarkar
et al., 2020). These studies have identified several causes
as the driving force behind stratocumulus-to-cumulus tran-
sitions, such as an increasing sea surface temperature gradi-
ent and precipitation mediated by aerosol and ice-production
processes. As air is advected over the relatively warm ocean
surface, the strength of the turbulent surface fluxes deepens
the boundary layer, eventually causing the cloud layer to be
decoupled from the surface (Bretherton and Wyant, 1997;
Sandu and Stevens, 2011). As the ocean surface is cut off as
a source of moisture and aerosols, the stratocumulus decks
eventually dissipate. However, the below-cloud layer contin-
ues to be warmed and moistened by the ocean surface, al-
lowing cumuliform clouds in the lower boundary layer. Al-
though primarily studied for subtropical clouds, McCoy et al.
(2017) found that boundary layer instability and surface forc-
ing were key drivers for developing open-cell cloud mor-
phologies in MCAOs.

Precipitation can also facilitate the break-up of cloud
fields; the evaporation of precipitation below the cloud cools
and moistens the air of the sub-cloud layer (Stevens et al.,
1998; Yamaguchi et al., 2017; Tornow et al., 2021). This
cooling creates instability near the surface, which, in con-
junction with the moistening effect, is favourable to the for-
mation of cumuliform clouds (Stevens et al., 1998). All else
being equal, earlier precipitation would cause a more rapid
transition. Precipitation also reduces the lifetime of the strat-
iform cloud layer by the removal of water (Abel et al., 2017;
Lloyd et al., 2018). Frozen precipitation, in particular, has
been identified as key to breaking up the cloud field in
MCAOs by accelerating the removal of cloud water through

aerosol scavenging and mechanisms such as riming (Tornow
et al., 2021) or secondary ice production (Abel et al., 2017;
Karalis et al., 2022). Through modelling an MCAO north of
the United Kingdom, Abel et al. (2017) found that precipi-
tation, as opposed to the sea surface temperature gradient or
entrainment drying of the cloud, was the key driver of cloud
break-up.

Aerosols can strongly influence the onset of precipita-
tion. A higher aerosol load generally leads to smaller liq-
uid cloud droplets, which coalesce into precipitation-sized
droplets more slowly, potentially delaying the transition (Al-
brecht, 1989; Yamaguchi et al., 2017; Goren et al., 2019).
Once rainfall begins, often through the build-up of cloud wa-
ter, the falling precipitation removes boundary layer aerosols,
creating a negative aerosol gradient over the outbreak (Abel
et al., 2017; Lloyd et al., 2018; Dadashazar et al., 2021).
This aerosol scavenging creates a positive feedback loop, as
fewer aerosols mean a reduced number of sites on which
new droplets can form, causing droplets to grow sufficiently
large to precipitate (Jing and Suzuki, 2018). Modelling stud-
ies suggest that higher initial cloud condensation nuclei
(CCN) concentrations delay the formation of precipitation in
MCAOs (Tornow et al., 2021). However, aerosols that can act
as ice-nucleating particles (INPs) can potentially accelerate
the transition through droplet riming and enhancing precipi-
tation (Abel et al., 2017; Tornow et al., 2021).

Global and high-resolution models struggle to simulate
evolution and properties of the low-level liquid and mixed-
phase clouds often found in these outbreaks (Morrison et al.,
2012; Field et al., 2014; Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2016; Abel
et al., 2017; Field et al., 2017). The persistent negative bi-
ases in the short-wave reflectivity of Southern Ocean clouds
in general circulation models have been attributed to the rep-
resentation of supercooled liquid (Cesana et al., 2022). The
radiative properties of supercooled liquid clouds – which are
prevalent in the Arctic (Shupe, 2011; Cesana et al., 2012) –
in a changing climate are of particular interest. The Arctic re-
gion is warming at a much faster rate than in lower latitudes
(Serreze and Barry, 2011), leading to the ability to establish
more industries and shipping routes as sea ice is lost. This
will mean more aerosols are available to interact with clouds
(Peters et al., 2011; Schmale et al., 2018; Maahn et al., 2021).
As Arctic clouds strongly influence the surface energy bud-
get (Curry and Ebert, 1992; Shupe and Intrieri, 2004), un-
derstanding potential changes in these clouds is essential for
understanding future changes in the region.

The processes which affect the MCAO cloud evolution
are fundamentally time-dependent, and knowledge of these
process rates is essential for improving their representation
in climate models (Pithan et al., 2018). Previous studies
have used models (e.g Tornow et al., 2021), in situ or air-
borne measurements (Hartmann et al., 1997; Young et al.,
2016; Abel et al., 2017; Lloyd et al., 2018; Ruiz-Donoso
et al., 2020; Geerts et al., 2022), and satellites (Wu and
Ovchinnikov, 2022) to investigate the factors influencing
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Figure 1. Cloud development in a marine cold-air outbreak on 21 March 2021, moving from the ice edge to the Norwegian coastline in the
bottom right. Source: NASA Worldview corrected reflectance (true colour) from the MODIS instrument on Terra.

cloud property development during the course of an out-
break. However, these were typically based on a relatively
small set of examples of MCAO events. Geostationary satel-
lites have been used to study clouds along the stratocumulus-
to-cumulus transition following a large collection of La-
grangian trajectories in the subtropics (e.g. Christensen et al.,
2020), but they do not cover high latitudes well.

Polar-orbiting satellites can provide several consecutive
images for a location at high latitudes, providing a unique op-
portunity to characterise the temporal development of clouds.
To study this evolution, we generate composite trajectories
of air parcels moving off the ice edge using reanalysis wind
fields. These trajectories are co-located with reanalysis data
and data from several satellite instruments to investigate the
factors which influence liquid cloud properties during the
course of the cold-air outbreak. In particular, we examine
the controls on cloud properties that most strongly determine
cloud albedo, namely cloud fraction and liquid water path
(Loeb et al., 2007). The development of these cloud proper-
ties is then linked to changes in the top-of-atmosphere (TOA)
albedo to estimate how these different environmental condi-
tions affect the potential cloud radiative forcing.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Data

Cloud property data were obtained from the Moderate Res-
olution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Level 2 Col-
lection 6.1 data product (MYD06_L2, Platnick et al., 2017).
The data were regridded to a 25 km by 25 km polar stereo-
graphic grid, and only those north of 60◦ latitude were in-
cluded in this analysis. It is possible that clouds embedded in
the outbreaks are obscured by higher-level overlying clouds;
to limit this effect, L2 pixels with cloud top heights above
500 hPa were eliminated; Fletcher et al. (2016b) showed that
clouds within outbreaks are typically lower than this. The
“Cloud_Multi_Layer_Flag” was also used to filter the data
to only include single-layer clouds. The period of study was
between 2008 and 2014, inclusive. The area of interest is lim-
ited to the North Atlantic and Kara Sea region to avoid bias
towards shorter trajectories (Sect. 2.2).

The Arctic environment provides many challenges to ob-
taining reliable satellite data, particularly those relating to
cloud microphysical properties, such as the frequency of high
solar-zenith angles (Kato and Marshak, 2009; Grosvenor and
Wood, 2014) However, rigorous filtering of these data to re-
move particularly uncertain cases helps to limit the effects
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of these biases on the results. The cloud optical depth and
cloud effective radius (re) were filtered and used to calcu-
late the cloud liquid water path (LWP) and cloud droplet
number concentration (Nd), following Murray-Watson and
Gryspeerdt (2022). This filtering involved excluding pix-
els with high heterogeneity index (“Cloud_Mask_SPI”>
30; Zhang and Platnick, 2011) and high solar-zenith an-
gles (> 65◦) or high viewing angles (> 50◦) (Grosvenor and
Wood, 2014). The LWP and Nd were calculated using Eqs. 1
(Wood and Hartmann, 2006) and 2 (Szczodrak et al., 2001;
Quaas et al., 2006), respectively,
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in which τc is the cloud optical thickness, and re is the cloud
droplet effective radius. For the Nd calculations, additional
filtering of re (> 4 µm) and τc (> 4) is used to minimise re-
trieval biases (Quaas et al., 2006; Sourdeval et al., 2016);
this is not applied to the LWP as it would introduce a high
bias in LWP (Gryspeerdt et al., 2019a). ρw is the density
of water. A value of 0.8 is used for k, which is related to
the droplet spectrum width (Painemal and Zuidema, 2011;
Grosvenor and Wood, 2014). The extinction coefficient (Q)
is assumed to be approximately equal to 2 (Bennartz, 2007).
The temperature-dependent condensation rate is calculated
following Gryspeerdt et al. (2016) and Grosvenor and Wood
(2014), using the MODIS cloud top temperature, and a
subadiabatic factor (fad) of 0.7 is assumed (Painemal and
Zuidema, 2011). Equations (1) and (2) assume adiabatic con-
ditions (Brenguier et al., 2000; Wood and Hartmann, 2006).

Although ice is often present in MCAO clouds (Fletcher
et al., 2016b), the factors which influence ice-phase pro-
cesses and phase transitions are challenging to study using
satellite data. As such, this study focuses on the development
of liquid-dominated MCAO clouds. Grid cells (25× 25 km)
in which the MODIS sensor detect a non-zero ice fraction
are removed from the analysis. Although the MODIS optical
property phase algorithm typically performs well in compar-
ison to active sensors (Marchant et al., 2016), it is still un-
likely that this filtering entirely removes ice clouds from the
dataset. Additionally, only pixels with a cloud top tempera-
ture above 263 K are included; in situ measurements in the
Arctic have shown that these clouds typically have very high
liquid water fractions (de Boer et al., 2009). This filtering to
remove ice reduces the dataset to 31 % of its original size.

DARDAR (raDAR/liDAR, Delanoë and Hogan, 2010;
Ceccaldi et al., 2013), which is produced by combining li-
dar data from CALIOP (Winker et al., 2009) and radar data
from CloudSat (Stephens et al., 2008), is used to analyse
the efficacy of these filters to restrict the analysis to liquid-
dominated clouds. Due to known issues with surface clutter
affecting DARDAR retrievals, cases with cloud top heights

Figure 2. DARDAR cloud top phase fraction binned against
MODIS cloud top temperature for clouds following the trajecto-
ries generated in this study. DARDAR phase flags “Ice”, “Spher-
ical_or_2D_ice” and “Highly_concentrated_ice” are combined to
calculate the ice fraction. DARDAR flags “Supercooled”, “Liquid”
and “Supercooled_and_ice” are considered to be “supercooled”,
“warm” and “mixed”, respectively. Phase fraction is calculated by
dividing the number of successful retrievals for a given phase flag
by the total number of DARDAR retrievals for a 25 km by 25 km
pixel. The shading represents the 95 % confidence interval.

below 720 m are not included. Figure 2 shows the DARDAR-
retrieved cloud top phase fractions as a function of MODIS
temperature for the set of MODIS pixels filtered to remove
ice. The phase fraction is calculated as the number of DAR-
DAR retrievals with a given phase flag divided by the num-
ber of DARDAR retrievals for each 25 km by 25 km grid
box. For this analysis, DARDAR phase flags “Ice”, “Spheri-
cal_or_2D_ice” and “Highly_concentrated_ice” are together
considered as “ice” and “Supercooled_and_ice” is consid-
ered “mixed phase”. Figure 2 indicates that with this filter-
ing, the supercooled phase fraction starts at 73 % at 263 K
and increases with temperature. Although DARDAR shows
a non-negligible proportion of ice-containing phases, the real
amount of ice present in these clouds is uncertain, as it would
take a relatively small amount of ice to register a radar re-
turn and cause the retrieval to be classified as “mixed phase”
(Bühl et al., 2013). Restricting this study to pixels where
DARDAR only registers supercooled liquid clouds would
also reduce the volume of data available for analysis to less
than 5 % of the MODIS pixels co-located with the trajec-
tories due to the DARDAR’s nadir-only sampling. As such,
the method used here for filtering out ice-containing pixels
is deemed sufficient for this work. The potential effects of
biases introduced by ice undetected by MODIS will be dis-
cussed more in Sect. 4.

Top-of-atmosphere (TOA) albedo data were obtained
from hourly Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy Sys-
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tem (CERES) SYN1deg L3 dataset NASA/LARC/SD/ASDC
(2017). These data were regridded from the original 1× 1◦

resolution to the same 25× 25 km grid and projection as
the MODIS data. Previous studies have shown that CERES
TOA albedo measurements perform well over ocean (e.g.
Sun et al., 2006; Kato et al., 2018) but are biased relative
to in situ measurements if sea ice is present (e.g. Riihelä, et
al., 2017; Huang et al., 2022).

Sea ice data were obtained from Nimbus-7 SMMR
(Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer) and De-
fense Meteorological Satellite Program Special Sensor Mi-
crowave/Imager and Special Sensor Microwave Imager/-
Sounder (DMSP SSM/I–SSMIS) Passive Microwave Data,
Version 2, product (DiGirolamo et al., 2022). These data are
produced in a 25 km resolution polar stereographic grid. A
binary mask is created such that if there is any non-zero sea
ice concentration, that pixel is considered sea ice, and ocean
pixels are entirely ice-free (zero detected sea ice concentra-
tion). This may bias these results as some air parcels may be
moving over relatively ice-free ocean before they are clas-
sified as having left the ice edge and being over ocean (see
Sect. 2.2). However, MODIS struggles to retrieve cloud prop-
erties over sea ice (e.g. Chan and Comiso, 2013); the strict
filtering of sea ice applied in this work helps to prevent po-
tential cloud misclassification.

The meteorological reanalysis data were obtained from
ERA5 (ECMWF Reanalysis v5) (Hersbach et al., 2020). The
data were regridded to the same grid and projection as the
MODIS data. The wind data at 1000 hPa were chosen to rep-
resent the boundary layer wind speed (following Gryspeerdt
et al., 2021), and the specific humidity at 800 hPa was taken
to represent the moisture conditions above the cloud top
(based on mean cloud top pressure in MCAOs, Fig. 6g).
The total aerosol optical depth at 550 nm (AOD) reanalysis
data from the Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Services
(CAMS; Inness et al., 2019) was used as an indicative mea-
sure of aerosol conditions in the region. These were regrid-
ded in a similar manner to the meteorological reanalysis data.

The marine cold-air outbreak index (M; Kolstad and
Bracegirdle, 2008) is an important indicator of cloud forma-
tion and behaviour at high latitudes. It measures the stabil-
ity of the boundary layer and is calculated as the difference
between the potential temperature at 800 hPa and the sea sur-
face temperature (Fletcher et al., 2016a), with positive values
indicating higher instability. This metric is particularly suit-
able for the air moving off the ice edge as it highlights the
difference in temperature of the relatively warm ocean with
the cool overlying air masses. In the Northern Hemisphere,
outbreak events are most common in the winter, followed by
autumn and spring (Fletcher et al., 2016a). MCAOs are rel-
atively rare in the summer. As some cloud properties, such
as re, can only be retrieved during sunlight hours, this anal-
ysis is restricted from March to October each year. Figure 3
shows the mean MCAO index (M) within outbreaks (exclud-
ing times when M ≤ 0) and the relative frequency of occur-

Figure 3. MCAO index (M) calculated from ERA5 data for March–
October of 2008–2014, filtered to only include MCAO events (M >

0) (a) and the relative frequency of occurrence (RFO) for outbreaks
(b). Grey represents the land, and white represents no data due to
sea ice coverage.

rence of outbreaks (Fig. 3b) for March to October of 2008–
2014. The data have been filtered to over-ocean values only
following the extensive filtering described in this section.

2.2 Trajectory generation

ERA5 reanalysis wind fields, regridded to the same 25 km
by 25 km grid as the MODIS data, were used to create the
Lagrangian trajectories. Wind data at 1000 hPa were used
for the advection, as this has previously been shown to
follow low-level clouds successfully (following Gryspeerdt
et al., 2019b). Examples of the trajectories generated by this
method are shown in Fig. 4.

The advection procedure is adapted from Horner and
Gryspeerdt (2022), which focuses on trajectories starting
from points of new convection. Here, a similar method is
used, but the initial points are identified as cases where the air
has moved from being over sea ice to being over open ocean
between time steps of 1 h. These pixels newly over the ocean
are given a value of time since ice (TSI) of 1 h, and all other
pixels which did not move from ice to ocean remain at zero
(Fig. 4). Then, all pixels are advected forward again follow-
ing the wind fields. For pixels previously identified as having
moved off the ice edge in the first time step, 1 h is added to
their TSI. Pixels newly over ocean are again identified and
given TSI values of 1 h. This advection process repeats for
every time step, with a value of one being added to all pixels
on trajectories moving from the ice edge, a value of 1 h as-
signed to pixels newly over the ocean, and zero assigned to
all other pixels. In addition to the TSI value, each pixel has a
date and time associated with the wind fields used to produce
it; this is used to co-locate these pixels with the satellite data.
If pixels move over land or back over sea ice, the trajectory
is no longer followed. When two trajectories of two or more
pixels converge, the smaller TSI is taken as the value for that
pixel. The mean TSI for the region of interest is shown in
Fig. 5.
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Figure 4. Snapshot of the time-since-ice trajectory generation for (a) 1, (b) 5, (c) 10 and (d) 20 h since moving from the ice edge. Dark and
light grey represent land and sea ice pixels, respectively. The scale varies between subplots. The red box in panel (d) indicates air moving off
the ice edge that developed into a marine cold-air outbreak. The data are from 1 April 2014.

Figure 5. Map of the average time since ice for trajectories gen-
erated between March and October of 2008–2014. Grey represents
the land, and white represents no data due to sea ice coverage.

A set of reverse trajectories of air parcels travelling over
the ocean towards the ice edge were generated by running
the above process in reverse; cases which move from being
over open ocean to being over ice between time steps in the
forward direction are identified and then tracked backward
in time. These are useful to compare to clouds moving away
from the ice edge as the effects of any retrieval biases, partic-
ularly close to the ice edge, are revealed. Additionally, the
clouds along these trajectories are effectively blind to the
ice edge but travel through generally similar environmental
conditions over the ocean to those moving off the ice edge.
As a result, the changes in cloud properties resulting from
moving off the ice edge can be highlighted. In these cases,
time-towards-ice (TTI) pixel values indicate the number of
hours before the clouds reach the ice edge along these trajec-
tories (i.e. a TTI of 30 h means that, following this advection
scheme, a pixel will reach the ice in 30 h).

3 Results

3.1 Effects of moving off the ice edge

Figure 6 shows the development of cloud properties along
three sets of trajectories: clouds approaching the ice edge
(“Towards”), clouds not embedded in cold-air outbreaks
(“non-MCAO”) moving away from the ice and those within
outbreaks (“MCAO”). The MCAO and non-MCAO trajecto-
ries were partitioned based on theM value early on in the tra-
jectory (M> 0 within the first 10 h of leaving the ice edge).

3.1.1 Cloud fraction

Clouds moving towards the ice edge (the Towards trajecto-
ries) maintain a consistently high cloud fraction (between
90 % to 92 %; Fig. 6b) over the observation period, with a
sharp decrease near the ice edge. This decrease may be be-
cause of a retrieval bias, but as it does not appear to affect
any of the other measured properties, we expect this to have a
negligible impact on the results. While high, these cloud frac-
tions are typical for the region, particularly between spring
and autumn in the Barents Sea, where most of the trajecto-
ries in this study were generated (Fig. 6a; Kay et al., 2016).
Non-MCAO clouds slowly increase to a peak of 94 % at 22 h
away from the ice and generally persist at this coverage for
the remainder of the trajectory. After the crossover at 5 h,
these clouds maintain a cloud fraction on average 3 % less
than Towards clouds over the observation period. This dif-
ference between the non-MCAO and Towards clouds may
in part be because while non-MCAO clouds are, by defini-
tion, not exposed to the extremely powerful fluxes generated
in MCAO events, they still move through less stable envi-
ronments (higher MCAO, Fig. 6h) with higher wind speeds
(Fig. 6i), promoting cloud formation by transporting energy
and moisture from the surface to the boundary layer.

MCAO clouds sharply increase in cloud fraction within a
few hours of leaving the ice edge, reaching coverage of about
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Figure 6. Cloud properties and environmental conditions along the MCAO (blue), non-MCAO (orange) and Towards (green) trajectories.
CERES data were used for panel (a), and data for panels (b)–(f) were obtained from the MODIS instrument. Reanalysis data were used for
panels (g)–(j). For all of the trajectories, a time of 0 h represents the ice edge. For the MCAO and non-MCAO clouds, the time coordinate
represents the time since ice, and their development moving from the ice edge proceeds from left to right in each subplot. For the Towards
clouds, it is the time towards ice, or the number of hours until these air parcels reach the ice edge, and their development is instead read from
right to left. The shading represents the 95 % confidence interval (found using bootstrapping). CTT and CTP are cloud top temperature and
cloud top pressure, respectively.

95 %. Between 7 and 40 h TSI time, the MCAO cloud frac-
tion decreases at approximately −0.3 % h−1, with the cloud
fraction falling below that of non-MCAO and Towards events
at 14 and 22 h, respectively. This decrease in cloud fraction
is due to the stratiform layers initially produced in MCAOs
transitioning to the roll-like cumulus clouds, commonly ob-

served in outbreaks (Fig. 1). The factors controlling the cloud
fraction are discussed further in subsequent sections.

3.1.2 Liquid water path

The LWP of clouds moving towards the ice edge is generally
steady, maintaining an average of around 80 g m−2 (Fig. 6c),
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which is in line with other liquid clouds in the region during
spring to autumn (Shupe et al., 2006; Shupe, 2011). Non-
MCAO clouds moving from the ice edge start with a lower
LWP to these clouds but overtake them at around 5 h and
remain on average 17 g m−2 higher for the rest of the trajec-
tory, reaching a maximum of 100 g m−2 after 17 h. For both
of these sets of clouds, there is little variability in LWP along
the trajectory.

In contrast, MCAO clouds show a rapid initial increase
in LWP within 5–6 h of leaving the ice, reaching a peak
of around 127 g m−2 after 13 h. The LWP then begins to
change at a rate of −1 g m−2 h−1 but remains higher than
non-MCAO clouds for 40 h. This initial increase and then de-
cline with LWP along the trajectory has been found in other
studies examining the evolution of MCAO cloud properties
(Abel et al., 2017; Lloyd et al., 2018; Tornow et al., 2021).
This LWP evolution has been attributed to both the instabil-
ity and precipitation mechanisms in previous works (Tornow
et al., 2021, 2022). The unstable conditions promote the en-
trainment of subsaturated air into the cloud, thereby reducing
the LWP through evaporation (Chen et al., 2014; Michibata
et al., 2016). Figure 6e shows that precipitation is also key
to LWP depletion, as the size of the droplets reaches 15 µm,
considered to be precipitation-sized (Rosenfeld and Gutman,
1994), just before the LWP decline. As with cloud fraction,
a combination of effects related to the instability and precip-
itation mechanisms is explored in the following sections.

3.1.3 Droplet number concentration

The Nd of clouds moving towards the ice edge increases
over the trajectory, from about 200 to 250 cm−3 (Fig. 6d).
For non-MCAO clouds, the Nd values are similar to the To-
wards clouds close to the ice edge but change at a rate of
−2 cm−3 h−1 and fall below the Towards clouds after 7 h.
For both of these trajectories, the values further from the ice
edge are approximately the same or slightly higher than pre-
vious studies using MODIS have found (Zeng et al., 2014;
McCoy et al., 2020), whereas the values close to the ice edge
are higher. The larger Nd at the ice edge may be due to an
increase in aerosol sources available in this biologically ac-
tive zone (Leck and Persson, 1996) or the stronger winds
(Fig. 6h) transporting aerosol to the cloud layer more effi-
ciently. It is also possible that despite the extensive filtering
of the satellite data, retrieval errors contribute to this increase
near the ice edge. This extensive filtering has also likely bi-
ased the dataset used here relative to those used on other stud-
ies.

MCAO events start at lowerNd concentrations (200 cm−3)
and decline at a rate of 4 cm−3 h−1 until about 25 h into
the trajectory. From there, the Nd concentration is relatively
steady at about 90–100 cm−3, which is on average 110 cm−3

lower than Towards clouds and 90 cm−3 lower than non-
MCAO clouds. MCAO events may start at a lower Nd due to
a potentially different origin of the air relative to non-MCAO

events; the air may have travelled over ice for longer and is
therefore cooler and cleaner than the non-MCAO air. Previ-
ous work has found that some air masses can travel over the
sea ice for extended periods before reaching the ocean (Silber
and Shupe, 2022); however, a full investigation is beyond the
scope of this study. Previous work has found a similarly steep
decline inNd concentration following an MCAO (Abel et al.,
2017; Sanchez et al., 2022). Two main drivers of this Nd gra-
dient in MCAOs have been proposed: the dilution of aerosol
concentration through entrainment of air from the free tro-
posphere and precipitation scavenging of aerosol from the
below-cloud layer, which are considered further below.

3.1.4 TOA albedo

For all sets of trajectories, the TOA albedo (Fig. 6a) gener-
ally follows the cloud fraction trend, as has been observed in
previous studies (e.g. Loeb et al., 2007; Bender et al., 2011).
The TOA albedo for Towards trajectories is generally steady
between 0.42 and 0.44, until very close to the ice edge where
it increases relatively sharply to 0.46. This increase may be
due to the increases in LWP and Nd close to the ice edge
(Fig. 6c and d), despite decreases in cloud cover, or it may be
due to a bias introduced by undetected sea ice. Although ini-
tially high, the MCAO TAO albedo gradually decreases from
about 0.47 to 0.37 after about 35 h, an albedo of about 0.06
below the non-MCAO and Towards clouds. Using CERES
SYN1deg data, the average short-wave downwelling flux at
850 mbar (around the cloud top height; Fig. 6g) for the region
of interest between March and October is calculated to be
around 275 W m−2. Therefore, the albedo difference means
about 16 W m−2 more radiation reaching the surface relative
to non-MCAO trajectories post-transition. However, this re-
duced cooling effect is only present during the summer, when
the short-wave cooling effect of clouds is relevant.

3.2 Effects of instability

The intensity of MCAO events is expected to change as the
high latitudes warm (Kolstad and Bracegirdle, 2008); there-
fore, it is important to know how the MCAO strength af-
fects the evolution of cloud properties. Fletcher et al. (2016b)
found that for mid-latitude outbreaks, clouds embedded in
stronger-MCAO events typically had higher cloud fractions
and optical thickness, which enhanced their short-wave ef-
fect. However, whether this relationship between MCAO
strength and cloud properties persists over the temporal de-
velopment of the cloud is uncertain.

To characterise the influence of MCAO strength on cloud
development, the MCAO trajectories are divided based on
whether their initial MCAO index (within the first 10 h) fell
into the upper or lower terciles of the M distribution (3.9
and 1.5 K, respectively, similar to Fletcher et al., 2016b).
As aerosols are also known to affect cloud development
(Sect. 4.3), the data are resampled such that the AOD distri-
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butions are equal for the strong- and weak-MCAO compos-
ites for each time step (following Gryspeerdt et al., 2014).
The resampling method involves dividing the AOD distribu-
tion at each time step into bins for strong and weak trajec-
tories and randomly sampling the bin of the trajectory with
more points in it until it matches the trajectory with fewer
points (as illustrated in Fig. 1 of Gryspeerdt et al., 2014).
This is repeated for each time step. The results are shown in
Fig. 7.

3.2.1 Cloud fraction

Initially, clouds embedded in strong-MCAO events have
cloud fraction about 1 %–2 % higher than those in weak
events (Fig. 7b). The strong-MCAO clouds maintain a high
cloud fraction (94 %) for several hours but then decrease at
a rate of 0.3 % h−1 after 7 h. The weak-MCAO cloud frac-
tion begins to decline around the same time at a similar rate
(0.2 % h−1). The gap in cloud coverage between the two tra-
jectories closes at around 20 h, after which the strong-MCAO
clouds are approximately 1 % lower for the remainder of
the observation period. Although small, the difference in the
rate of decline results in weaker-MCAO events having higher
cloud coverage for longer; for instance, after 25 h, the strong-
MCAO cloud fraction falls below 88 % – a level only reached
4 h later for weak-MCAO events.

This faster decrease in cloud fraction for stronger out-
breaks is mirrored by the Nd development (Fig. 7d). Clouds
in strong MCAOs start with much higher Nd than those in
lower intensity outbreaks but fall steeply within the first 20 h
(−7 cm−3 h−1), plateauing around 60–70 cm−3. In contrast,
Nd in lower-MCAO events decreases more gradually over the
first 24 h (−5 cm−3 h−1), steadying at about 10 cm−3 higher
than the strong-MCAO case. These observations of cloud
fraction development concur with previous work, showing
an increase in aerosol or Nd associated with an increase in
cloud fraction (Gryspeerdt et al., 2016; Goren et al., 2019;
Chen et al., 2022). As in Sect. 3.1.3, the cause for the dif-
ference in Nd between strong and weak events may depend
on factors such as how long the air has spent over ice; while
this is beyond the scope of this present study, it should be ac-
counted for in future work investigating the effect of MCAO
strength on cloud development.

The steeper decline in Nd (and therefore cloud fraction)
in the stronger outbreaks is potentially due to the stronger
entrainment of drier, cleaner air (Fig. S1), leading to droplet
evaporation and aerosol loss to the free troposphere (Tornow
et al., 2022). The deeper boundary layer (implied by Fig. 7g)
would also enhance decoupling from the surface and there-
fore prevent the surface from acting as a source of mois-
ture and aerosols, enhancing the decline in Nd and hence
cloud fraction. Another contributing factor to the more rapid
Nd decline could be driven by collision–coalescence prior to
precipitation; stronger outbreaks have higher LWP (Fig. 7c),
which contributes strongly to the rain rate and accelerates

collision–coalescence (Pawlowska and Brenguier, 2003) and
therefore may reduce Nd. For both strong and weak events,
precipitation is likely to be a factor in the very strong Nd
decline early in the development. Although Fig. 7 shows
that the average droplet is below the commonly used 15 µm
threshold for precipitation, Fig. S2 indicates that there are
still a significant proportion of precipitation-sized droplets
present in these clouds. It is also possible that undetected
ice crystals may enhance precipitation and Nd loss through
droplet riming (Tornow et al., 2021).

3.2.2 Liquid water path

Instability has little relationship to LWP for the first few
hours of cloud development (Fig. 7c). However, after 5 h, the
LWP in strong-MCAO events continues to increase, reach-
ing a maximum of about 135 g m−2 at 13 h. Following this
peak, the strong-MCAO LWP decreases at a rate of approx-
imately 3 g m−2 h−1. Conversely, the weak-MCAO LWP re-
mains around 100 g m−2 until 15 h from ice, after which
it decreases at a slower rate than the strong-MCAO cases
(−1 g m−2 h−1). Until around 33 h, the weak-MCAO cases
maintain a LWP of about 20–30 g m−2 lower than the strong-
MCAO composite. Although entrainment drying would be
enhanced in less stable conditions, the strong-MCAO clouds
have a higher LWP to start with due to the heat and moisture
fluxes associated with these events (Fletcher et al., 2016a),
which also allow the clouds to grow deeper (implied by lower
CTP in Fig. 6g).

For both sets of trajectories, the timing of the LWP
decline is nearly coincident with the point at which the
mean droplet reaches the precipitation collision–coalescence
threshold (15 µm, Fig. 7e), indicating the importance of pre-
cipitation to cloud break-up. Despite having an impact on the
magnitude of the LWP increase, the MCAO strength does not
appear to strongly modify the timing of the transition; the
point at which LWP begins to decrease is only 2 to 3 h earlier
in the strong outbreaks. This may be due to the competing
effects of LWP and Nd on precipitation (Goren et al., 2022);
in strong-MCAO events, LWP is high (which promotes pre-
cipitation), but higher Nd also suppresses precipitation. Con-
versely, in weaker events, lower LWP hinders precipitation,
while low Nd enhances precipitation formation. Therefore,
the effects of LWP and Nd act as a buffer against each other
in strong- and weak-MCAO events, leading to both trajec-
tories reaching the 15 µm point at approximately the same
time. It should be noted that the smaller droplet effective ra-
dius in clouds embedded in stronger outbreaks (Fig. 7e) is
counter-intuitive, given these clouds are deeper than those in
weaker outbreaks (Fig. 7g). This may be due to some un-
known aerosol sources which are not well represented in the
reanalysis data, meaning the attempts to constrain the effects
of aerosols are not fully effective.
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Figure 7. As Fig. 6 but for strong (M > 3.9 K, blue) and weak (0 K< M < 1.5 K, orange) outbreak events moving away from the ice edge.

3.2.3 TOA albedo

Despite the differences in the evolution of the macro- and
micro-physical properties, there is a negligible difference
(0.01–0.02) between the scene albedo over the course of the
strong- and weak-MCAO trajectories. This may be due to
the competing effects on the albedo; although the cloud frac-
tion of the strong events does fall slightly below the weaker
events over time, the enhanced LWP compensates for this de-
cline, leading to roughly similar reflectivities. This suggests
that should the MCAO strength change with the changing cli-
mate (e.g. Kolstad and Bracegirdle, 2008), the impact on the

short-wave energy budget due to changes in cloud properties
may be minimal.

3.3 Effects of aerosol on cloud development

Aerosols can affect the transition from stratocumulus decks
to broken cloud fields, influencing the timing of precip-
itation (e.g Christensen et al., 2020). In MCAOs, higher
aerosol loads can delay the formation of the cumuliform
regime (Tornow et al., 2021, 2022). However, once precip-
itation occurs, the aerosol scavenging accelerates the cloud
field’s break-up through enhanced water loss from the stra-
tocumulus layer (Abel et al., 2017; Lloyd et al., 2018). The
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Figure 8. As Fig. 6 but for trajectories in high- and low-aerosol conditions.

timescales over which aerosols modulate MCAO cloud de-
velopment have not previously been studied with observa-
tional data.

To characterise these timescales, the MCAO trajectories
are divided into above and below median (0.06) aerosol con-
ditions based on the AOD early in their trajectory (within
the first 10 h). As previously discussed, AOD from reanaly-
sis is imperfect, especially in the Arctic, with aerosol sources
potentially missing from the data product. Furthermore, the
vertical profile of the aerosol load is important to clouds
in MCAOs; Tornow et al. (2022) showed that entrainment
of free-tropospheric air may reduce the aerosol burden in

MCAOs. As AOD is a column-integrated value, it does not
describe the aerosol concentration throughout the cloud. Ad-
ditionally, the AOD does not differentiate between INPs and
CCN, which is important considering the differing roles they
play in cloud lifetime. However, INP concentrations are typi-
cally less abundant than CCN by several orders of magnitude
(e.g. Bigg and Leck, 2001). Here, the AOD is used qualita-
tively to indicate whether the trajectories are moving through
more or less aerosol-laden conditions.

The influence of boundary layer instability on cloud de-
velopment is constrained using the resampling method dis-
cussed in Sect. 4.2 on M for each time step. Additionally,
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as the wind speed is also known to affect cloud properties
(such as cloud fraction; Engström and Ekman, 2010), it is
also resampled to be the same for the high- and low-AOD
trajectories. The M and wind speed distributions are resam-
pled sequentially. In this work, M is resampled before the
wind speed, but as the two are highly correlated, the order
of which variable is resampled first has little effect on the
results (not shown).

3.3.1 Cloud fraction

Figure 8b shows that there is initially a small difference in
cloud fraction between the high- and low-AOD cases. How-
ever, after about 3 h, the effects of aerosol become appar-
ent and the trajectories diverge. The high-AOD case reaches
96 % coverage and maintains this level until about 10 h from
ice, after which it decreases at a rate of about 0.2 % h−1. The
low-AOD cases remain about 1 %–2 % lower, with the differ-
ence growing over time. As before, the cloud fraction evolu-
tion is mirrored by the Nd development in both high- and
low-AOD conditions. Initially, the Nd for both trajectories is
similar, but the decrease in Nd in cleaner conditions is more
rapid than in cases with more aerosol (−6 cm−3 h−1 versus
−4 cm−3 h−1).

As M and wind speed are accounted for by the resam-
pling, both the dilution of aerosol to the free troposphere and
ability of the surface to act as a source are similar in both
high- and low-AOD cases. Therefore, the difference between
the two sets of outbreaks is likely due to enhanced precipi-
tation earlier in the low-aerosol trajectories. Figure 8e shows
that the cloud droplets grow in size more quickly in cleaner
conditions and reach precipitation size about 6–7 h. Higher
aerosol loads mean cloud droplets stay smaller for longer,
keeping the Nd higher and maintaining a higher cloud cover-
age for a longer time.

3.3.2 Liquid water path

In contrast to the effects of outbreak strength, which strongly
modulated the peak LWP but not the timing, changes in
aerosol conditions influence the point of LWP decline but
only moderately affect peak LWP magnitude (Fig. 8c).
Clouds in low-AOD trajectories have a much earlier peak in
LWP (about 108 g m−2 at 5–7 h) than clouds in high-AOD
trajectories (112 g m−2 at 12 h). The LWP decreases in both
sets of trajectories are closely linked to precipitation dynam-
ics; the point at which re reaches 15 µm is within 1–2 h of the
start of the LWP decline in both cases. As with the cloud frac-
tion cases, more aerosols lead to precipitation suppression,
which allows the LWP to build up more gradually. However,
due to the build-up of cloud water, precipitation eventually
still occurs, triggering the transition. The near doubling of
the time to the LWP peak highlights the potentially signif-
icant effect that aerosols, through influencing precipitation
dynamics, can have on the cloud development.

3.3.3 TOA albedo

As would be expected from the cloud fraction and LWP de-
velopment, the TOA albedo declines more slowly in high-
AOD trajectories. Although the difference in albedo is ini-
tially small, the composites diverge over time, eventually
growing to 0.04 after about 30 h. This approximately corre-
sponds to an additional 11 W m−2 (using the regional aver-
age short-wave downwelling radiation at 850 mbar) of cool-
ing in summer due to the prolonged high cloud cover and
delayed LWP peak. This cooling is not insignificant; Huang
et al. (2017) found that anomalies in the short-wave cooling
of a similar magnitude caused by changes in cloud properties
during late spring and early summer influenced the extent of
sea ice melt.

3.4 Stability-dependent aerosol effect

Section 3.3 considered the effects of an aerosol perturbation
while constraining the instability; however, previous work
has shown that the cloud response to aerosols can change
depending on the stability environment (Murray-Watson and
Gryspeerdt, 2022). Therefore, the response of cloud proper-
ties to aerosols may depend on the strength of the MCAO.
Figure 9 shows the effects of dividing the MCAO trajectories
into four regimes: strong/weak MCAO and high/low aerosol,
based on the upper and lower M terciles and median AOD,
as in previous sections. To highlight the overall differences
in responses between clouds in strong and weak events,M is
constrained to be identical along high-/low-aerosol trajecto-
ries for each case.

In general, the effects of aerosols on clouds in strong and
weak events is similar to that seen in Sect. 3.3; clouds in
higher-aerosol conditions typically have higher cloud frac-
tions (Fig. 9b) and delayed peak in LWP (Fig. 9c), leading to
a higher albedo (Fig. 9a). In strong-MCAO events, the differ-
ence in albedo between the high- and low-aerosol conditions
appears to be driven by the large difference in LWP, with
relatively little difference in cloud fraction between the two
cases. However, both the cloud fraction and the LWP con-
tribute to the higher albedo in the weak-MCAO/high-AOD
cases. Previous work has shown that in relatively clean con-
ditions, as the aerosol load increases, less stable conditions
typically have a higher LWP than stable conditions (Murray-
Watson and Gryspeerdt, 2022), potentially explaining the dif-
ference in LWP response between strong and weak events in
Fig. 9c. However, it is unclear why the aerosol load does not
strongly affect the cloud coverage in strong-MCAO events;
the large surface fluxes may be the dominant term in promot-
ing cloud formation, leaving little sensitivity to aerosol.

4 Discussion

This work presents a novel way of investigating the tem-
poral development of cloud properties during cold-air out-
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Figure 9. As Fig. 6 but for trajectories in strong-/weak-MCAO and high-/low-aerosol conditions.

breaks by creating composite trajectories and co-locating
these with satellite and reanalysis data. Through compari-
son with clouds in non-MCAO events, the extent to which
the extreme turbulent fluxes affect the cloud development
and formation are revealed. Many of the results here confirm
what has been observed in model results or field campaigns;
deep, high-coverage clouds form quickly as the air moves
from the ice edge. Eventually, through precipitation, these
clouds transition into thinner, low-coverage cloud fields. The
cloud microphysical properties also evolve throughout the
outbreak; Nd declines and LWP initially builds up before de-
creasing. The unique aspect of this study is the insight into
the timescales for these processes occurring and the ability
to use reanalysis data to probe the mechanisms controlling
these cloud properties.

When considering the effects of MCAO strength, these
composite trajectories reveal the importance of consider-
ing how far the clouds are along the outbreak. Fletcher
et al. (2016b) found that clouds in stronger outbreaks had
higher cloud fraction and optical thickness and therefore
a greater short-wave cooling effect. However, weak- and
strong-outbreak cases were selected based on the value of
M for a given grid box. Figure 7g shows that M decreases
over the course of a trajectory, particularly for strong events,
so that selection by grid box is actually choosing clouds
at different points in their development. Although initially
lower, weak outbreaks actually maintain a higher coverage
for longer. However, due to the enhanced LWP in stronger
outbreaks, this does not translate to a strong change in TOA
albedo or short-wave cooling effect of the cloud.

Due to changes in the Arctic climate, the strength and fre-
quency of MCAOs are expected to change in the future. Sev-
eral modelling studies have projected an overall decrease in
the M , except in areas of sea ice retreat, where M will in-
crease due to the availability of the ocean surface (Kolstad
and Bracegirdle, 2008; Landgren et al., 2019). Figure 7 sug-
gests that a shift in the MCAO strength would not strongly
shift the short-wave cooling effect of the clouds, due to the
competing factors controlling the TOA albedo. However,
should the MCAO weaken so much that they constitute “non-
MCAO” events moving off the ice edge, there would be a
shift to higher-albedo, more-cooling clouds over their tra-
jectories (Fig. 6a). The data presented here only consider
MCAO events during sunlit months, where the short-wave
cooling effects of low-level clouds over the ocean surface
are expected to be dominant over the long-wave warming.
However, MCAOs are most common during winter (Fletcher
et al., 2016a), when a lack of sunlight precludes the analysis
of some cloud properties. Although Fletcher et al. (2016b)
found that MCAO strength, rather than season, was the
strongest determinant of cloud properties, the generalisabil-
ity of the results presented here is uncertain. However, if
these results hold, it would be the long-wave warming ef-
fect of the clouds which is most relevant. As the clouds
in this study typically have an emissivity near unity (for
LWP> 30 g m−2; Shupe and Intrieri, 2004), the cloud long-
wave effect is predominantly controlled by cloud cover. If
the MCAO-CF relationship holds in a future Arctic, this sug-
gests that a weakening of the MCAO would generate longer-
lasting, more-warming clouds.
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As more aerosol sources such as industry or shipping move
further into the Arctic, from Fig. 8, it appears that should
these aerosols interact with clouds in MCAOs, they would
lead to longer-lived stratocumulus fields, and these higher-
coverage, thicker clouds would have either a stronger warm-
ing or cooling effect, depending on the season. These results
highlight that knowledge of the aerosol environment close to
the ice edge is essential to model the development of these
clouds correctly. Despite recent efforts, such as the measure-
ment of aerosols capable of ice nucleation during the Multi-
disciplinary drifting Observatory for the Study of Arctic Cli-
mate (MOSAiC) expedition (Creamean et al., 2022; Shupe
et al., 2022), the aerosol sources and sinks close to the ice
edge are not well characterised, thus leaving models poorly
constrained. Given the effects that aerosols have on the tim-
ing of the cloud transition, this uncertainty around aerosol
sources may make it difficult to determine the radiative im-
pact of these clouds.

This work solely focuses on liquid-dominant clouds em-
bedded in MCAOs, limiting ourselves to only a third of all
available data. However, clouds embedded in MCAOs are
often mixed phase, with lower ice concentrations in the stra-
tocumulus decks and increasing in the cumulus fields (Abel
et al., 2017; Lloyd et al., 2018). These ice crystals can be
important in cloud development, and although efforts have
been made to exclude the influence of these ice crystals, it
is possible that undetected ice may introduce some bias into
the results. Ice crystals may rime the liquid droplets, enhanc-
ing precipitation and contributing to the steep Nd gradient in
Fig. 7d. Additionally, if an ice crystal is misclassified as liq-
uid water, it may produce a higher measurement for the liquid
droplet effective radius due to the different scattering and ab-
sorption properties of ice crystals (Platnick et al., 2003). This
would lead to an underestimation in Nd and overestimation
of LWP. Figure 7e shows that stronger events – typically as-
sociated with more ice (Fletcher et al., 2016b) – have a lower
re than lower-MCAO clouds, suggesting that this is not the
dominant effect. However, it is possible that ice undetected
by MODIS has a non-negligible influence on these results.

5 Conclusions

Clouds in marine cold-air outbreaks undergo a characteris-
tic evolution, transforming from high-coverage, stratiform
clouds to a broken, low-coverage cumuliform cloud field.
Despite previous flight and measurement campaigns, models
struggle to capture this development due to the complex set
of factors controlling cloud properties. This work uses a set
of composite trajectories to develop a time-resolved picture
of how cloud properties change as air moves away from the
ice edge and the effect of different environmental conditions
on the cloud evolution.

MCAO cloud properties are distinct from clouds following
other non-MCAO trajectories (Fig. 6b–e). The cloud albedo

is largely controlled by cloud fraction, so as the clouds tran-
sition from high- to low-coverage cloud fields during an out-
break, their short-wave cooling effect weakens. The cloud
fraction in turn is strongly correlated with the Nd, a rela-
tionship seen in previous studies and which holds across the
range of factors considered here. Similarly, along each set of
composite trajectories, the timing of the LWP peak is nearly
coincident with the point at which the mean re reaches 15 µm,
indicating the importance of precipitation to cloud transition.

The initial MCAO strength has a lasting impact on the
cloud property development, which is particularly visible in
the LWP (Fig. 7c). Previous work investigating the impact
of MCAO strength on clouds has considered a grid-box-by-
grid-box approach rather than how clouds develop as the out-
break progresses. These results show that for some cloud
properties (such as the cloud fraction, Fig. 7b), clouds in
strong-MCAO events typically start with a higher cloud frac-
tion, as had been seen in previous studies, but this does not
hold at later stages of development. However, despite dif-
ferences in cloud property development, the opposing influ-
ences of the cloud fraction and LWP development mean that
the TOA albedo for clouds in each set of composite trajecto-
ries is very similar (Fig. 7a). Furthermore, the timing of the
transition is not strongly changed by the MCAO strength.

In contrast, a higher initial aerosol load delayed the
transition by 5–7 h and slowed the decline in cloud frac-
tion, enhancing the TOA short-wave cooling by approxi-
mately 11 W m−2 relative to low-aerosol conditions (Fig. 8).
This suggests that in a future, more polluted Arctic, these
new aerosols sources may increase the cloud cooling effect
through delaying the stratocumulus-to-cumulus transition.
This potentially strong impact on cloud development and ra-
diative properties highlights the need to constrain sources of
Arctic aerosols, particularly close to the ice edge.
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